Nexis® Entity Search API
Streamline Adverse News Checks

Simplify News Monitoring. Enhance Risk Visibility.
Introducing the Nexis® Entity Search API, a new way to align adverse news monitoring with your organization’s
specific risk considerations. Access 60,000 global print, broadcast and web news sources with the same powerful
pre- and post-search filters found in our due diligence research platform, Nexis Diligence™.
The Nexis Entity Search API allows you to quickly capture news mentions about customers, suppliers or other critical
third parties—and document your findings—to support compliance with regulatory requirements and enable, smart
data-driven decisions that protect your interests while empowering performance.

Build greater efficiency into your risk management workflow
Nexis Entity Search API leverages a familiar user interface, allowing you to easily create and test queries—whether
you want to scan the entire news archive or narrow your focus to a particular time period, geographic region, or
publication. Use the API to accelerate news-related due diligence on entities—either on an ad hoc basis or with
scheduled calls—and generate summary PDF reports to share where they are needed, such as a CRM.
Adverse media screening with the Nexis Entity Search API and third-party automation technology can reduce the
financial industry average of 20 minutes or more for a single manual keyword search to just 1-2 minutes. Reducing
the time spent on repetitive, manual tasks frees up resources to focus on strategic decisions that help you protect and
grow your business.

Conduct targeted search to yield relevant results
What does risk look like to you? Nexis Entity Search API offers predefined adverse media terms, allowing organizations to jump-start entity
monitoring, but that’s just the beginning. You can easily add or delete
negative news terms to tailor the results according to your organization’s
risk appetite and concerns. Focus on terms specific to applicable
regulations. Add in terms to enhance visibility into ESG factors. You can
even search general news to capture a broad view of what’s being reported
about an entity or individual. You decide.

We apply more than

7X

more subject and industry index
terms than the closest competitor,
allowing for more precise search and
results refinement.

Maintain up-to-date records
Quickly see the number of results returned for a query, drill down to the full-text articles on screen to review findings
and generate a final PDF report that captures the full search results, allowing you to easily retain essential audit data.
The PDF report can be configured to display a research summary and organize News, Custom News, and Negative
News in the order you designate.

Nexis Entity Search API workflow

1
Conﬁgure search parameters in
Nexis Diligence for use within the
API search.

2

Calibrate
parameters
further, if
needed, to
reduce the
volume of
articles
returned.
Or, continue
on to step 4.

Your developer sets up the API data
call, including entities to be searched,
the call schedule, etc.

3
Review results on screen to determine
if the query needs reﬁnement.

4
Choose to have results exported as
PDFs or as raw JSON containing an
HTML version of the article.

5
PDFs or HTML can be integrated into a
CRM or third-party software for natural
language processing and analysis.

6
Review batch-created PDFs from a
shared directory or on screen via a
3rd party tool.

Nexis® Solutions: Empowering Performance
Where enhanced data and intelligent technologies converge, helping organizations make
con ident decisions.
Nexis Solutions, as part of LexisNexis® and the global RELX corporate family, connects
organizations to market-leading data with a suite of scalable solutions, designed to help
companies establish and maintain trusted third-party relationships.
Talk to your Nexis Solutions representative about the new Nexis Entity Search API.
www.lexisnexis.com/internationalsales
+31 (0)20 485 34 56
information@lexisnexis.com
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